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FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER NECESSARY CONDITIONS
FOR CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH CONSTRAINTS

ZSOLT PALES AND VERA ZEIDAN

Abstract. Second-order necessary conditions are developed for an abstract

nonsmooth control problem with mixed state-control equality and inequality

constraints as well as a constraint of the form G(x, u) e T, where T is a

closed convex set of a Banach space with nonempty interior. The inequality

constraints g{s, x, u) < 0 depend on a parameter 5 belonging to a compact

metric space S. The equality constraints are split into two sets of equations

K(x, u) = 0 and H(x, u) = 0 , where the first equation is an abstract control

equation, and H is assumed to have a full rank property in u . The objective

function is maxteT f(t, x, u) where T is a compact metric space, / is upper

semicontinuous in t and Lipschitz in (x, u). The results are in terms of a

function a that disappears when the parameter spaces T and S are discrete.

We apply these results to control problems governed by ordinary differential

equations and having pure state inequality constraints and control state equality

and inequality constraints. Thus we obtain a generalization and extension of

the existing results on this problem.

1. Introduction

Second-order necessary conditions for infinite dimensional optimization

problems is the main focus of several papers. One ultimate goal is to obtain

results for the optimal control setting by applying the theory for the abstract op-

timization problem. Another route in accomplishing this goal is to directly study

the second variation of the optimal control problem with the given constraints

(see e.g., [25], [24]). In the literature, one can find second-order conditions for
optimization problems with various types of constraints: equality, inequality,

or set valued (e.g., [1], [7], [20]). On the other hand, there are second-order

necessary conditions for optimal control problems with equality or inequality

mixed state-control constraints (see [19], [21], [24]), or for the pure control

inequality constraints (see [25]). However, none of these results include the

pure-state inequality constraint g(t, x(t)) < 0, where /-dependence of g is
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only upper semicontinuous. In fact, all the known versions would require that,

for the active constraints, gu at the solution be of full rank, which is not the

case of a pure state constraint.

The main goal of this paper is to show how this major difficulty can be over-

come. First, in Section 4, we derive second-order conditions for an abstract
control problem with the following constraints: (1) mixed state-control equa-

tions: K(x, u) = 0, H(x, u) = 0 (where Hu(x, u) is of full rank, Kx(x, u)

and Ku(x, it) are Fredholm and compact operators, resp.), (2) constraints of

the form G(x, u) £ F (where T is a closed convex set with nonempty inte-

rior), and (3) g(s, x, u) < 0, (s £ S) (where S is a compact metric space).

The objective function is F(x, u) = supt€Tf(t, x, u) where T is a compact
metric space. The results generalize that in [20]. The proofs are based on some

properties of Fredholm and compact operators and on an earlier work by the

authors [22], where a more general problem is considered (see Section 2).

Then, in Section 5, we apply the results of Section 4 to a control problem with
ordinary differential equations, mixed equality constraints H(t, x(t), u(t)) =

0, pure state and "endpoints" inequalities constraints that depend on a parame-

ter, "endpoints" equality constraints, and constraints of the form G(t, x(t), u(t))

£ F. The objective function is of a general nature:

F(x,u)= max       sup      f(tx, ... , t^, x(tx), ... , x(td.)).
!<'<« (t,,...,ts.)eT,

A certain rank property is imposed on Gu(t) and Hu(t) to insure that the

multipliers associated v/ithG(t, x(t), u(t)) £ F and H(t, x(t), u(t)) = 0 are

integrable functions. In the last section, we apply these results to an opti-

mal control problem in Mayer's form with pure state inequality constraints

g(t, x(t)) < 0, mixed equality and inequality constraints H(t, x(t), u(t)) = 0

and G(t, x(t), u(t)) < 0 and with endpoints inequality and equality con-
straints. The obtained necessary conditions generalize those in [21] and [24]

to the case where pure state inequality constraints are present.

2. The Lagrange multiplier rule

In this section we recall the multiplier rule established in our previous paper

[22]. The general problem to be considered here is the following:
Assume that Z and Y are Banach spaces (over R), D c Z is nonempty and

open, T and S are compact metric spaces, /: Ix/)->R and g: S x D -> R,

H: D —► Y; furthermore, Q is a closed convex subset of Z with nonempty

interior. Denote

F(z) = sup/(f, z).
t€T

The problem (3s) is to minimize F(z) subject to

z£D:g(s, z)<0,  (s£S),  z£Q, H(z) = 0.

A point z £ D is called an admissible point for this problem (3s) if g(s, z) <
0, (s £ S), z £ Q, and H(z) = 0. A point z £ D is a local solution for (9s)

if it is an admissible point and there exists a neighbourhood U of z such that
F(z) > F(z) holds for all admissible points z £ U. The multiplier rule below

gives first- and second-order necessary conditions on z in order that z were a

local solution for (3s).
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To formulate the rule, we shall need some regularity assumptions on the data

of (3s). We have to recall first some concepts on differentiability.

If T is a compact metric space and D c Z is an open set then £F(T, D)
consists of those functions /: T x D —> R that satisfy the following two condi-
tions:

• / is an upper semicontinuous function in the first variable, i.e., t ■-►

f(t,z) is upper semicontinuous for each fixed z £ D.

• / is uniformly locally Lipschitzian at z in the second variable,

i.e., there exists e > 0 and K £ R such that \\f(t, z') - f(t, z")\\ <

K\\z' - z"\\ if ||z' -z\\<e and ||z" - z\\ < e.

One can observe that these conditions imply the upper semicontinuity of

(t,z)^ f(t, z). For functions / e F(T, D), define

f° (t   *.A\-           l,mc„r,       f(T,z + sd)-f(-r, z)JfT](t, z; d) :=       lim sup-,
(t,z, e)->(t, z;0+) e

f(x, z + sd) - f(i, z) - e f°TAT , z; d)
ffi(t,z;d):=    lim sup   2^- '    -J[T]K '.

(T, £)->(*, 0+) 6

Clearly, ffa is a real valued function and f°fi is an extended real valued

function. The notion of ffa is an extension of Clarke's generalized deriva-

tive to the case when the function depends also on a parameter. If / is

Frechet difFerentiable (in the second variable) and (t, z) h-» f'(t, z) is con-

tinuous on T x D, then ffjX(t, z; d) = f'(t, z)(d). Moreover, if / is twice

Frechet differentiable with continuous (t, z) —► f"(t, z) on T x D, then

f[r\(t, z;d) = f"(t, z)(d, d). The most important properties of ffa and

fij, are summarized in Lemma 5 of [22].

For fixed t and z, the functional d h+ ffT](t, z; d) is sublinear; therefore,

the Hahn-Banach theorem yields the existence of continuous linear functionals

z* £ Z* such that z*(d) < f^t, z; d) for all d £ Z. The set of these

linear functionals will be denoted by b\r\f(t, z). Clearly, this set is convex
and weak* compact. One can also see that if tn —> to, z* —► zj$ as n —► oo

and z* € dyr^f^n, z), then z* e d[T]f(t0, z), i.e., t >-* d[rxf(t, z) is an

upper semicontinuous set valued function. This function is called the Clarke's
subgradient (see [6]).

We introduce the following notation: If ^ is a condition for the points of

r,then7V denotes the set of those points of T where W is satisfied, e.g., Tf>0
denotes the set {t £ T\f(t) > 0}, where /:T-»R is an arbitrary function. If
R is a subset of T, then dR stands for the boundary of R.

If a, b: T -► R are arbitrary functions then define oay. T -► [-oo, 0] by

f  •    •    b2(x)
Um-j«nf4o7t) ' if l E Ta=0-b=°nd(Ta<0'*>°)'

°a.b{t):= j a(z)<0,b(r)>0

. 0, otherwise.

As is stated in the Key Lemma of [22], if a and b are upper semicontinuous

functions, then aaj, is a lower semicontinuous function and T0a b<o is nowhere

dense in T. Therefore, if T is discrete, then aa > b turns out to be identically
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zero. This function will play a significant role in the description of second-order

conditions for inequality constraints.

The above concepts were necessary to describe our regularity assumptions

concerning the objective function and the inequality constraint. In what follows

we summarize what is necessary to assume for the equality constraints.

The function H: D —> Y is called strictly Frechet differentiable at z, if there

exists a bounded linear operator H'(z): Z —> Y such that Ve > 0, 33(e) > 0

with

\\H(z') - H(z") - H'(z)(z' - z")\\ < e\\z' - z"\\

whenever z' and z" satisfy ||z' - z\\ < 3(e) and ||z" - z\\ < 3(e).

If H is strictly Frechet differentiable at z and d £ Z , then we introduce

the second-order weak directional derivative of H by the formula

tjII(~   -iy      \       7ir    • f        ^H(z + ed)-H(z)-eH'(z)d \
H (z; d) := < z £ Z hminf z-2—-^-—L—   =0>.

£^o+ e2

In other words, using the concept of the upper set-limit of [3],

£-.0+ [ £ J

This set is possibly empty. If it is not empty, then we say that H is twice

weakly directionally differentiable at z in the direction d. If the above rela-

tions hold with "limsup" and "Liminf', respectively, then we speak about strong

directional differentiability. In that case H"(z;d) clearly consists of one point.

When H is g'2 near z then one can see that H"(z; d) = {H"(z)(d, d)} .

If Q c Z is a convex set, then we shall use the following notations.

The symbol r5*(-; Q) denotes the support function of Q defined by

<T(z*;<2):=sup{z*(z):ze<2},     z*£Z*.

The set Q°(z, d), when z e Q, d £ Z , is defined by

Q°(z,d):=\J   f|    \±(Q-z-ed) + w  .
£>0      £<£_

IMI<£

This set turns out to be important in the description of the second-order nec-

essary condition for problem (3s). It was introduced in [22] and proved that

its closure is the set investigated and invented by Kawasaki [15], [16] (cf. Ioffe
[12], [13], Cominetti [7]). Its nonemptyness is an important fact; one can show

(see [22]), that it is necessary that d £ cone(Q - z), where "cone" and "cone"

stand for the closed conical and conical hull in the sequel.
Now we are able to formulate our regularity assumptions on the above opti-

mum problem (3s).
A point z £ D is called regular for the objective function, inequality con-

straint, and equality constraint of problem (3s), respectively, if the following

conditions are met:

• f £ S?~(T', D) for some neighbourhood D c D of z ;

• g £ 5F(S, D) for some neighbourhood D c D of z ;
• H is strictly Frechet differentiable at z and the range of the linear

operator H'(z) is a closed subspace of Y .
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If all of these three conditions are satisfied then z is called a regular point for
(3s).

Let z be a regular admissible point for the problem (3s). For arbitrary

directions d denote

ain(t, z;d):= oaftbf(t),    with af(t) := f(t, z) - F(z), bf(t) := Jfa(t, z;d)

and

alg](s, z;d):= oag,bg(s),    with ag(s) := g(s, z), bg(s) := g<°S](s, z;d).

A direction d is called regular for the objective function, inequality constraint,

and equality constraint of our problem (3s) at z if, respectively,

• f[fx(t, z; d) and 0[/](t, z; d) are finite on T,

• gffis, z; d) and o[g](s, z; d) are finite on S,

• H is twice weakly directionally differentiable at z in the direction d,

that is H"(z; d) is nonempty,

.   Q°(z,d)^0.

A direction d is regular at z for (^) if all of the above conditions are satisfied.

A direction d is called critical for the objective function, inequality con-

straint, equality constraint, and the convex set Q at z, if, respectively,

• f°T](t ,z;d)<0 whenever f(t, z) = F(z);

• (^(s, z; d) < 0 whenever g(s, z) = 0;

.    H'(z;d) = 0;

• 6? € cone((2 - z).

The direction d is critical for (^) at z if it is critical for all of the constraints

and the objective function.
One can check that 0 is always a regular and critical direction at z for (3s).

Denote by J!(T) and J[(S) the set of bounded nonnegative Borel regular

measures on T and S, respectively. The Lagrange multiplier rule is stated in
the following.

Theorem 1 ([22, Theorem 6]). Let z be a regular solution of the above problem

(3s). Then for all regular critical directions d and convex set K c H"(z; d)

there exist Lagrange multipliers p £ Jf(T), v £ J?(S), y* £ Y*, and z* £ Z*

such that at least one of v, p,y* is different from zero and the following relations
hold:

,. s supp p c Tf{, t z)=F(z),     supp V c Sg{s, i)=0 ,

z*(z)<0   forz£Q-z,

(2)    J f{T](t,z;z)dp(t) + j go[S](s,z;z)dv(s) + y*(H'(z)z) + z*(z)>0

for all z e Z and

(3)   L^ ~2<7[n){t'*',d) dm+L{8i°s°] ~2(j[g]){s ,5',d~] dv{s)

- 3*(-y* ■ K) - 23*(z*; Q°(z, d)) > 0.
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Remarks. 1. If one takes the direction d = 0 and K — {0}, then the above

theorem specializes to a first-order rule, in which the functions ct^ and 0[g]

do not play any role.

As it was proved in [22],

Q°(z, d) c cone(cone(Q - z) - d).

The right-hand side being a cone, the supporting function of the left hand

side is always nonpositive (if it is bounded above). When the critical di-

rection d belongs to cone(Q - z), then the above sets are equal, whence

3*(z*;Q°(z,d)) = 0 follows.
If the sets T and S are discrete, then the functions rj^ and 0[gX vanish,

respectively. (This follows from the properties of the function a listed earlier.)

2. Substituting z = d into (2) and applying the criticality of d and (1) we

obtain that z*(d) = 0 and

suppp c{t£ T\f(t, z) = F(z), f{T](t, z; d) = 0},

suppz/c{je.S|s(s, z) = 0,g£s]{s, z;d) = 0}.

3. Using the notion of Clarke's subgradient, the inequality (2) is equivalent to

the following: There exist Borel measurable selections a: T -> Z* and /?: S -»

Z* of d[T]f(-, z) and d[S]g(-, z), respectively, such that

f a(t)(z) dp(t) + f B(s)(z) dv(s) + y*(H'(z)z) + z*(z) > 0

for all z £ Z . The proof of this statement is a consequence of the Strassen
disintegration theorem (see, e.g., [10]):

Lemma 1. Let (SI, X) be a measure space and let X be a subcone of Z . Let

p: SI x Z —> R be a function with the following properties: (i) co ^ p(co, z)
is integrable for each z £ Z ; (ii) z i-» p((o, z) is sublinear for each co £ SI.

Furthermore, assume that

/ p(to, x)dA(co) > q(x)
Ja

holds for x £ X, where —q: Z —► R is a sublinear function. Then there exists a

function P: Six Z —» R such that co *-> P(co, z) is integrable for each z £ Z,

z i-> P(co, z) is linear for each co £ SI, P(co, z) < p(co, z) for all (co, z) £

Six Z and

I P(co,x)dk(co)>q(x)
Jo.

for x £ X.

Roughly speaking, this disintegration theorem states that integral of sublinear

terms in inequalities can be decreased to linear ones. This idea will also be ap-

plied later, when we deal with control problems concerning ordinary differential

equations.
Using this result twice, taking X as the conical hull of Q - z, (Q, A) :=

(T, p) and (Si, X) := (S,v); furthermore, p(t, z) := ffr^t, z; z) and p(t, z)
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:= g^is, z; z), respectively, the above rewritten form of (2) can be obtained.

This form of (2) often turns out to be an equation.

3. Fredholm and compact operators

In this section we briefly summarize what we shall need about bounded linear

operators, especially Fredholm and compact ones. The regularity assumption on
equality constraints requires the closed range property of a Frechet derivative.

In the applications this derivative is expressed in terms of Fredholm, compact,

and other linear operators that come from the integral equation form of the

control equation. The main goal of this section is a result on the closed range
property of those operators.

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A bounded linear operator K: X -> Y is

called compact if it maps bounded subsets of X into relatively compact subsets
of Y. Properties of compact operators are summarized in the following

Lemma 2. The family of compact operators K: X -* Y forms a Banach subspace
of 38 (X, Y), the space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y. The

composition of a compact and a bounded linear operator is again a compact
linear operator.

Proof. See [26].   □

It turns out that the Volterra and Fredholm integral operators are always
compact operators.

A bounded linear operator F: X -+ Y is called a Fredholm operator if the
dimensions of

KerF := {x £ X\F(x) = 0}   and    CokerF := Y/lmF

are finite. (Here ImF denotes the range of F.) Then

indF := dimKeri7 - dimCokerF

is called the index of F. (We note that Fredholm integral operators are not
Fredholm operators.) We shall need the following properties of Fredholm op-
erators:

Lemma 3. Let F: X -> Y be a Fredholm operator. Then the range of F is a
closed subspace of Y. Furthermore, if K: X —► Y is a compact linear operator,
then F + K is also a Fredholm operator and

ind(F + K) = indF.

Proof. The proof of this result and other more general statements can be found
in the standard textbooks, e.g., in [26, Vol. I, pp. 365-372], or in [23, p. 114].   D

As a consequence of this result we have that an invertible operator perturbed

with a compact one is always is Fredholm operator with index zero. We shall see

later that operators of this kind come from the control equation, when written
in integral equation form.

The following result gives a condition on the closed range of glued operators.

Lemma 4. Let X ,Y ,W be arbitrary Banach spaces and A: X -> W and

B: X —> Y be bounded linear operators such that ImA and B(K.erA) are closed
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subspaces. Then the operator L: X -> W xY defined by Lx := (Ax, Bx), x £

X, admits a closed range.

Proof. See [1, Lemma 2.1.6].   D

The next lemma summarizes the properties of glued operators, when B is

of finite rank, i.e., when the range of B is of finite dimension. We shall need

this statement in the sequel.

Lemma 5. Let X ,W be arbitrary Banach spaces and F: X -> W be a Fred-

holm operator, K: X —► W be a compact operator and B: X —> Rm be a

bounded linear operator. Then the operators X —* W x Rm defined by

x ^> (Fx, Bx),        x^>(Kx,Bx)

are also Fredholm and compact operators, respectively.

Proof. The proof is elementary, so we can omit it.   □

Now we are able to formulate the main result of this section.

Theorem 2. Let X, Y, U, and W be arbitrary Banach spaces and let

A:X-+W, S.U^W, F:X^Y,    and   K:U^Y

be given bounded linear operators. Assume that the following conditions are

satisfied: (1) S is surjective and there exists a linear bounded right inverse

R: W -> U of S; (2) F is a Fredholm operator; (3) K is a compact operator.

Then the bounded linear operator L: X x U —> Y x W defined by

L(x,u):=(f   £)(*)

admits a closed range.

Proof. Let X := Xx U and A: X — W and B: X — Y defined by A(x, u) :=

Ax + Su and B(x, u) := Fx + Su. Then, based on Lemma 4, it is enough to

show that the range of A and B(KerA) are closed subspaces.

Since S is surjective, therefore lmA = W, which is obviously closed.

Now observe that the kernel of A can be expressed in the form

Keri* = {(x, -R(Ax))\x £ X} + ({0} x KerS).

Therefore,

B(KerA) = {Fx - K(R(Ax))\x £ X} + K(YierS)

= lm(F - KRA) + K(KerS).

Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, one can see that F :— F - KRA is a Fredholm

operator, therefore its image is closed and is of finite codimension. Thus the

sum ImF + X0 is always closed, where Xo is an arbitrary subspace of X.

The proof is therefore complete.   □

4. Abstract control problems with constraints

In this section we are going to deal with abstract control problems of the

following form:
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Assume that X, U, Y, V, and W are Banach spaces (over R), D c X xU

is nonempty and open, T and 5 are compact metric spaces, f: T x D —► R

and j:5xC^R, C7: £> ̂  K, H:D-> W, K:D^ Y; furthermore, re V
is a closed convex set with F° ^ 0. Denote

F(x, u) = sur)f(t, x, u).
teT

The problem (3s)* is to minimize F(x, u) in (x, u) £ D subject to

(i)   g(s, x, u) < 0, (s £ S) (real-valued inequalities),

(ii)   G(x, u) £ F (Banach space valued mixed state-control inequality and

control set constraint),

(iii)   H(x, u) = 0 (Banach space valued mixed state-control equality),
(iv)   K(x,u) = 0 (control system).

The admissibility and optimality of a pair (x, u) £ D is defined similarly to
that of problem (3s).

The second constraint G(x,' u) £ F is able to handle Banach space valued

inequalities and control set constraint as well. For instance, if F is a closed

convex cone with nonempty interior, then introducing the ordering <r in F

by x <ry ■& x-y £F, one can see that our second constraint can be rewritten

as G(x, u) <r 0. On the other hand the constraints u £ Q or x £ Q, where

Q is a convex set with nonempty interior, are obviously a particular case of

(ii). In this case the problem (3s)* specializes to the mixed problem dealt with

in [14, Section 1.1.3, p. 70]. However, both the regularity assumptions and the

results are of different nature in our case.

At this stage one cannot make any difference between the mixed state-control

equality and control system constraints. However, the difference becomes clear

when evoking the regularity conditions stated below.

A pair (x, it) £ D is called regular for the problem (3s)*, if the following

conditions are satisfied:

• f £ SF(T, D) for some neighbourhood D c D of (x, ii);

• g £ SF(S, D) for some neighbourhood D c D of (x, u);
• G is strictly Frechet differentiable at (x, u);
• H is strictly Frechet differentiable at (x, u) and the partial Frechet

derivative Hu(x, it): U —> W has the full rank property, that is it has a
bounded right inverse;

• K is strictly Frechet differentiable at (x, it) and the equation is an

abstract control system at (x, u), i.e., the partial derivative Kx(x, u)

is a Fredholm operator and Ku(x, u) is compact.

We note that when K fulfills the above assumption at each point of D, then

the equation K = 0 will be called a (global) control system. It is worth observ-

ing that if K is continuously Frechet differentiable on D, Kx is a Fredholm

operator and D is a connected set, then ind Kx is constant on D and hence,

the index of a control system could be defined.

We indicate by $ the evaluation of the function O at (x, u).
Let (x, it) be a regular admissible pair for the problem (3s)*. For directions

(f, n) we can define a[f](t, x, it; £, n) =: o[f](t; £, n) and crlg](s,x,u;i,rj)
=: d[g](s; i, n) as was defined for the problem (3s) in the first section.   A
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direction (£, n) is called regular for our problem (3s)* at (x, ii) if

• /[T]^',^, n) and °[f](t', £, n) are finite on T',

• g^(s;Z,n) and d[g](s;£,n) are finite on S,

• G, H, and A^ are twice strongly directionally differentiable at (x, w)

in the direction (£, n),

. r°(G,G^ + (ju//)^0.

The third assumption here always guarantees that the second-order directional

derivative of G, H, and K in the direction (£, 17) is a singleton, i.e., it is

uniquely determined. These derivatives are denoted by G"(t;, n), H"(^, n),

and K"(£, n), respectively.

A direction (<!;, n) is called critical for (3s)* at (x, it) if

/[r](?; Z, 1) < 0   whenever f(t) = F,

g[S](s\£,,n)<0   whenever g(s) = 0,

and

GxZ + Gun£clme(F-G),    Hx£ + Hun = 0,    Kx^ + kun = 0.

One can check that (£, 17) = (0, 0) is always a regular and critical direction

at (x, it) for (3s)*.

Theorem 3. Let (x, it) be a regular solution for the problem (3s)*. Then for ev-

ery regular critical direction (£,, n) there exist Lagrange multipliers p £ Jf(T),
v £ Jf(S), v * £ V*, w* £ W*, and y* £ Y* such that at least one of them is

different from zero and the following relations hold:

(4) supp pc{t£T\f(t) = F},    suppz/c{seS|t(5) = 0},

(5) v*(v)<0   forallv£F-G   and   v*(Gx£, + Gun) = 0,

,„     I flTlV >x>°) <*»(<) + / 8[S](S >x>°) d"(s)
(6) Jt Js

+ v*(Gxx) + w*(Hxx)+y*(Kxx) >0   for x £ X,

,„     f f[T](t; 0, u)dp(t) + [ g°{S](s;0,u)dv(s)
(7) Jt Js

+ v*(Guu) + w*(Huu)+y*(Kuu) >0   for u £ U,

and

(8)

[(/[T] - 2o[f])(t;Z, *)dp(t) + f(g$ - 2d{g])(s;i, n)dv(s)
Jt Js

+ v*(G"(tl, 1/)) - 23*(v*; F°(G, Gx{ + Gun))

+ w*(H"(c;,ri))+y*(k"(Z,ri))>0.

Remarks.  1. If the critical pair (£, n) satisfies the stronger relation

Gx£ + Gun £ cone(r - G) = {X(y -G):l>0,y£F}

(instead of the left-hand side being in cone(r - G)), then the term in (8) con-
taining 3* vanishes. (Cf. Remark 1 to Theorem 1.) Similarly, if T or S are
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discrete sets, then a^ and %] vanish, respectively. The choice (£, 17) = (0, 0)
leads to a first-order rule, where these functions do not play any role.

2. The inequality stated in (5) can be extended to a larger set instead of

r - G. Introduce first the following notations:

(i) If Q c Z is a convex set, z £ Q, then let Qi := cone(Q - z).

(ii) If K c Z is a convex cone, then denote by A(K) the maximal linear

subspace contained in K, that is A(K) = K n (-K).
Then it follows from (5) that

v*(v)<0   forueT-

and

(9) v*(v) = 0   forweA(r^),

since v* is continuous and linear. This equation together with (7) plays an

important role in the formulation of the strong full rank property, which is

explained after the proof of the theorem.

3. Consider the case treated in [20], that is when T is a singleton, / is twice
Frechet differentiable, F is a cone, and g = H = K = 0. In this case Theorem
3 generalizes Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 in [20] to the case where relation (2.3)
of that paper is not satisfied.

4. Consider the following problem:

(3s): Minimize F(x, u) := max sup f(t, x, u)
i<'<a t€T,

subject to

gi(s,x,u) <0, (S£SX), ... , gp(s,x, u) <0, (S£Sp),

GX (X ,   U)  £ FX ,   . . .   ,   Gy(X ,   U)  £ Fy ,

and

H(x, u) = 0, .ty(x,m) = 0, kx(x, u) = 0, ... , kK(x, u) = 0,

where Tx, ... , Ta, Sx, ... , Sp are compact metric spaces, X, U, Vx, ..., Vr,
W, Y are Banach spaces, Fx c Vx, ... , Fy c Vy are closed convex sets with

nonempty interior, D c X x U is an open set and

/i:rixZ>^R,...,/a:7;xZ>^R,

gx: Sx x D ^R, ... , g„: Sp x D ^R,

Gl:D^Vl,...,Gr:D-+Vr,

H:D^W, K:D^Y, kx: D -»R, ... , kK: D -» R.

The notions of admissibility, optimality, and critical directions are similar to
those defined for problem (3s)*. First- and second-order necessary conditions

for this problem can be derived by applying Theorem 3 using the following data.

fi

T:=\J{i}xT{,       S:={J{i}xSi,
1=1 1=1

/((/, t),x,u):= f(t, x, u), (i, t) £T,(x, u) £D,

g((i, t), x, u) := gt(t,x,u),  (i,s) £S,(x,u)£D,

G(x, u) := (G\(x, u),..., Gy(x, u)), F :=FX x ■■■ xFy,
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and

K(x, u) :— (K(x, u), kx(x, u), ... , kK(x, u)).

Note that, using Lemma 5, K(x, u) = 0 is also an abstract control equation.

In the special case when the sets Tx, ... ,Ta and Sx, ... , Sp are singletons,
the function a disappears from the second-order necessary condition.

Proof of Theorem 3. Introduce the following notations:

Z:=XxUxV,  Y:=VxWxY, D := D x V,  Q:=XxU xF.

Furthermore, let

f(t, z) := f(t,x,u),    g(s, z) := g(s, x, u),

H(z) := (G(x, u) - v , H(x, u), K(x, u))

for z = (x, u, v) £ D and t £ T, s £ S. Then our problem (3s)* is equivalent

to the optimization problem (3s), which is obtained from (3s) if one replaces

Y, D, /, g, and H by Y, D, f,g, and H, respectively. Clearly, (x, it) is
an optimal solution of (3s)* if and only if z := (x, u, v) := (x, it, G(x, ii))

solves (3s). We still have to check that if (x, it) is a regular solution for

(3s)*, then z is also a regular solution for (3s). We are going to show only the

closed range property of H'(z), the other regularity assumptions concerning

differentiability are trivially satisfied.

We have

(Gx    Gu    -I\ ft\
(10) H'(Z,n,Q = H'{z)(Z,ri,C)= \Hx    Hu     0      U    .

\Kx   Ku     0 J \CJ

If we define

M := (g) , S(„, C) := (|   "') (J) . K := K,(, K(,, C) := *„,.

then, by our regularity assumptions^ is a Fredholm operator and K is com-

pact. To obtain that the range of H'(z) is closed, we have only to show that
S: U x V —> V x W has a bounded right inverse, then Theorem 2 of the pre-

vious section yields the statement. (One has to replace A, S, F, and K there

by A, S, F, and K, respectively.)

The operator Hu has a bounded right inverse P: W -> U by its full rank

property. Define 3?:VxW—>UxV by

(Here and above 7 denotes the identical mapping on F.) Then a simple cal-
culation showsjhat 32 is a right inverse of S, thus S is obviously surjective

and hence ImH'(z) is closed.

If (£, n) is a regular critical direction for (3s)*, then the direction d :=

(£,, n, C) '■=(£, rj, Gx£ + Gun) is obviously regular and critical with respect to
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Now we are able to apply Theorem 1 for the problem (3s). Then there exist

Lagrange multipliers p £ J?(T), v £ J?(S) ,y* £ Y*, and z* £ Z* not all
zero such that the relations in (4),

(11) z*(x,u,v)<0   for (x, u, v) £ Q-(x, u, v),

j f[T](t;x,u)dp(t) + I glS](s;x,u)dv(s)

+ y*(H'(x, u,v)) + z*(x, u,v)>0

for all x, u, v , and

Uflh ~ 2d[f])(t; £, n)dp(t) + [\g$ - 2alg]){s;£, n)du(s)
(13) Jt Js

+ T(W'(S, n, Z))-23*(z*;Q°((x, u,v),(Z,r,,{))>0.

are satisfied.
Define v* £ V*, w* £ W*, and y* £ Y* by

v*(v):=y*(v,0,0), w*(w) := y*(0, w , 0), y*(y) :=y*(0, 0, y).

Using (10), the term y*(H'(x, u,v)) in (12) can be rewritten as

y*(H'(x, u, v)) = v*(Gxx + Guu-v) + w*(Hxx + Huu) + y*(kxx + Kuu).

Putting x = 0, u = 0 in (12), we get

z*(0,0,v) = v*(v)   forveK

On the other hand, (11) is equivalent to

z*(x,u,v)<0   forx£X,u£U,v£F-v.

Therefore

z*(x, u, v) = z*(0, 0, v) = v*(v)   for x £ X, u £ U, v £ V.

Using this representation of z*, (11) reduces to the first inequality of (5), and
the substitutions u = 0, v = 0 and x = 0, v = 0 in (12) yield (6) and
(7), respectively. As we have noted in Remark 2 to Theorem 1, the necessary

conditions of Theorem 1 imply z*(d) = 0 there. Applying this relation to

d = (£, n, Q we get the second equality of (5).

To complete the proof of the theorem, observe that

ft'(Z,n,C) = H"(z)(Z,r,,Q = (G"(i, n), H"(£, n), K"(i, n)).

and

Q°((x, u,v),(Z,n,0) = XxUx F°(G, Gxi + Gun).

Then one can see that (13) is equivalent to inequality (8) of the theorem,   a

Remark. Having proved the theorem, we are able to formulate the strong full
rank property: The functions G and H of the above problem (3s)* are said

to have this property if the operator S: U x V —► V x W (defined in the

proof of the above theorem) has a bounded right inverse 31 with the property

Irn^ c U x A(r-).   It turns out that if (7) is satisfied with equality (for
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instance, when / and g are differentiable with respect to the w-variable), then

(7) and the above relation (9) completely determine the linear functionals v*

and w* as functions of the other multipliers. This fact is especially important

when V and W are spaces of bounded measurable functions. In that case,

the dual spaces are too large and there is no nice representation of their linear

functionals without additional conditions. However, when the above strong full

rank property is imposed (see Section 6), then it will always turn out that the

multipliers v* and w* can be expressed in terms of integrable functions.

5. Control problems for ordinary differential equations
with constraints

The aim of this section is to apply Theorem 3 to control problems governed by

ordinary differential equations. The problem (3s) we deal with is the following:

Minimize

F(x,w)=max       sup      f(tx, ... , fy, x(tx), ... , x(fy))
i<'<« {tl,...,ttl)eTt

subject to

(i)   gj(sx, ... ,s„,, x(sx), ... , x(sn,)) < 0 for (sx, ... , Sni) £ Sj,   1 = 1,

..., P (pure state inequalities—"endpoint" inequalities);

(ii)   G(t, x(t), u(t)) £ F for a.e. t £ [a, b] (mixed state-control inequali-

ties—control set constraint);
(iii)   H(t, x(t), u(t)) = 0 for a.e. t £ [a, b] (mixed state-control equalities);
(iv)   x'(t) = K(t, x(t), u(i)) for a.e. t £ [a, b] (control equation);

(v)   kj(x(riX), ... , x(rie.)) = 0,  i = 1, ... ,k ("endpoint" equalities).

Here we have the following assumptions on the ranges of the occuring func-
tions:

fx,...,fa,gx,...,gp,kx,...,kK£R,  G£R>, H£RS, K£R";

furthermore, F, c [a, b]6i, (i = I, ... , a), S, G [a, b]n>, (i = 1,...,/?) are

compact subsets, T is a closed convex set with nonempty interior in R*" and

ri '■= (fn , ■■■ , Hg,) € [a, b]ei for (i = 1, ... , k) are given fixed points.

A pair (x, u) is an arc if x: [a, b] —► R" is an absolutely continuous func-
tion and u: [a, b] —> Rm is a bounded measurable function. An arc (x, u)

is admissible for the problem (3s) if the conditions listed in (i)-(v) above are

satisfied. ^
An arc (x, it) is called a (local) solution for (3s) if it is admissible and there

exists e > 0 such that F(x, it) < F(x, u) whenever (x, u) is admissible and

(14) \x(t) - x(t)\ < e,        \u(t) - u(t)\ < e

hold for a.e. t £ [a, b].
For practical reasons, we introduce the following notations. If T is a subset

of [a, b]d and t = (tx, ... , td) £ T, then x(t) means the fi-tuple (x(tx), ... ,

x(td)), which can also be interpreted as an element of Rnxd , the space of the

n x fif-matrices. Thus the objective function can be rewritten as

F(x, u) = max sup f(t, x(t)).
!<<'<" t€T,
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The dual space of Rnxd will be identified with Rdxn, the duality pairing is

then defined by

(a,x)=tra-x   for x e Rnxd , a £ Rdxn.

(Here tr stands for the trace of a square matrix, i.e., for the sum of the diagonal

elements.)
The constraint (i) reduces to gj(s, x(s)) < 0 for s £ Sj, (i = 1, ... , B).

The endpoint equality constraints are now of the form /c,(x(r,)) = 0, (/ =

1, ... , k) . If T is a subset of [a, b]d and w: [a, b] —> Rw is an arbitrary

function, then the e-tube on T around w is the set

37(w; T) = {(t, w) £ T xRwxd :\w-w(t)\ <e for t£ T}.

When T = {t} is a singleton, then {w: (t, w) £ 37(w; {t})} will be denoted

by ^E(w(t)).

Denote by J? the class of Lebesgue measurable subsets in [a, b], and by

3$ the class of Borel measurable subsets in a metric space.

An arc (x, ii) is regular for (3s) if there exists an e > 0 such that the

following conditions are satisfied:

• f is defined in 37(x; T7), the mapping t -* f(t, x) is upper semi-

continuous on {t £ Tj\x £ 37(x(t))} for fixed x e R"***; furthermore,

there exists a constant C such that \f(t, x') - f(t, x")\ < C\x' -x"\,
whenever (t, x'), (t, x") £ 37(x ;Ti),  (i = I, ... , a);

• gi is defined in 37(x; Si), the mapping s —* gj(s, x) is upper semi-
continuous on {s £ Sj\x £ 777(x(s))} for fixed x £ Rnxn'; furthermore,

there exists a constant C such that \gi(s, x') - gi(s, x")\ < C\x' -x"\,

whenever (s, x'), (s, x") e %(x ;St), (i = 1,... , B);
• G and H are Sf x 38 x ^"-measurable functions defined in

&~(x, u;[a, b]); for a.e. t £ [a, b], the map (x, u) i-y L(t, x, u) :=
(G(t, x, u), H(t, x, u)) is strictly Frechet differentiable at (x(t), u(t));
moreover, V e > 0 33 > 0 such that, for a.e. t,

\L(t ,zx)-L(t, z2) - L'(t)(zx - z2)\ <e\zx- z2\

if |z, - (x(t), u(t))\ < 3 , (i = 1,2). Furthermore, it is also assumed

that the functions G, Gx, Gu, H, Hx , and Hu are bounded;

• Let T be the set of those Lebesgue measurable functions v £ L7°°\a, b]

that satisfy v(t) £ F for a.e. t £ [a, b], and T- be the closed cone

cone(r-C7). Furthermore, let A(r-) := r^n(-r^). We assume that G

and H have the following property: There exist bounded Lebesgue

measurable functions V\,... ,vq£ A(r-) such that

det[/(0 • JT(t)] > t > 0

for a.e. t e [a, b], where the (y + 3) x (m + <7)-matrix valued function

J is defined by

T(1y.-(Gu(t)   vx(t)   ••■    vq(t)\

J[t)-\Hu(t)      0      ...       0   j'

(The notation ( )T stands for transposition.)
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• K isa 777? x3§ x ^-measurable function defined in 777(x ,u;[a,b]);

for a.e. t £ [a, b], the map (x, u) i-> K(t, x, u) is strictly Frechet dif-

ferentiable at (x(t), u(t)). Moreover, V e > 0 33 > 0 and 3XV: [a, b]

-► [0, oo] with /a6 4*(0 dt < e such that, for a.e. t,

\K(t, zx) - K(z, z2) - K'(t)(zx - z2)\ < V(t)\zx - z2\

if |z, - (x(t), it(t))\ < 3 , (i = 1, 2). Furthermore, it is also assumed

that K, Kx, and Ku are integrable functions;

• ki is defined in 37(x(rj)); furthermore, it is strictly Frechet differen-

tiable at x(r,-) for (i = 1, ... , k) .

Having the Lipschitz property of f, g,, the Clarke's generalized derivatives

f\T{X and g°i[Si] also exist. The functional x i-> f°[T^(t;x) is sublinear on

R"*"5'; Therefore, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, the set of matrices a, e R®<x"

such that

(at, x) = tr(a, • x) < f°[Ti](t; x)   for x € R"xd'

is nonempty compact and convex. We shall denote this set by b\T,]fi(t). One
can see that this set can also be obtained in the following way:

d[Ti]fi(t) = co j lim (£—(tJ, x')) ,<,<„, £ R»'x" :*>-»/ and x> - x(t)\ ,
\ y      ^-'f '   \<H<n )

where the limit is taken for those sequences for which the derivatives exist (cf.

[6]).
In a similar way, d[s,]gi(s) can also be defined.

Let (x, it) be a regular admissible arc for problem (3s). Then we shall also

need the notion of critical directions. As arc (£,, n) is called critical for (3s)

at (x, ii) if

• f°[Ti](t; ZW) < 0, whenever t £ T,■., f(t) = F,  (i = I, ... , a);
• 8°[s,](s > ̂ (5)) ^ °' whenever s e S,., gj{s) = 0,  (i = 1,...,/?);

.   G£ + Gur,eYd;

.   Hx(tK(t) + Hu(t)n(t) = 0 for a.e. t£[a,b];

• Z'(t) = Kx(t)Z(t) + ku(t)n(t) for a.e. t £ [a, b];

• k'fi{ri) = 0 for i = 1,...,ic.

An arc (Z,n) is called a regular direction for (3s) at (x, it) if

• AV; ^W) and W; ^W) are finite for te T" (» = i »■••.«);
• ^•[°5i](5; fCs)) and r%,](s; £(.s)) are finite for s € S,,  (i = I, ... , 0);

• Y°(G,G£ + Gun)±e>;
• The mappings (x, u) >-► L(t, x, u) := (G(t, x, u), H(t, x, u)) and

(x, u) h-+ K(t, x, u) are twice strongly directionally differentiable at

(x(t), "(0) in the direction (£(/), n(t)) for a.e. t £ [a, b]. Further-

more, the function

,      L(t, x(t) + e£(t), u(t) + en(t)) - L(t) - eL'(t)(Z(t), 17(f))

e2
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tends to L"(t;£(t), n(t)) in L°°-norm as e -> 0.   Analogously, the

function

K(t, x(t) + et't), u(t) + en(t)) - K(t) - ek'(t)(c;(t), n(t))
t  H-»   ---

e2

goes to K"(t; £(f), 17(1)) in L'-norm. (It follows from these uniform

convergences that f »-> (C7"(f; £(f), >/(*))> H"(t;Z(t), n(t))) is bounded

and f >->• A?"(f; £(f), /7(f)) is integrable.)
•   kj is twice strongly directionally differentiable at x(r,) in the direction

£(/•;) for 1 = 1, ... , K.

In order to formulate the main result of this section we have to introduce

the following notation: If Sic [a, b] then the extended characteristic function
Xa'[a, b]d -* RXxd is defined by

Xn(tx ,...,td):= (Xa(h), ■■-, Xa(td)),

where Xa denotes the characteristic function of the set Q.

Define the Hamiltonian of the problem (3s) by

%?(t, x, u, p, cp, y/) := pTK(t, x,u) + <pTG(t, x, u) + y/TH(t, x, u).

Now we are able to formulate

Theorem 4. Let the arc (x, u) be a regular solution of the problem (3s). Then,

for every regular critical arc (£,, n), there exist Borel regular measures

pX £j?(Tx),...,pa£Jf(Ta), VX £jf(Sx),...,Vp£jf(Sp),

two integrable functions <p: [a, b] -> Ry and y/: [a, b] —> Rs, a function

p: [a, b] —» R" of bounded variation which is right continuous on [a, b[ and

p(b) - 0, and X £ R* such that at least one of them is different from zero; fur-

thermore, there exist Borel measurable functions a,: 7} —► R6'x" , /?,: 5, -» R*>x"

with the selection property

a,(f) 6 b\Ti}f(t),    fort£ Ti   and   fr{s) £ b\Si]gi(s),    for s £ S,

such that the following relations hold:

(15) supp/fi c{t£ Tx\fx(t) =F}, ... , supp/za C{t£ Ta\fa(t) = F},

suppi/i c {s £Sx\gx(s) = 0}, ... , suppi^ c {s £Sp\gp(s) = 0},

sup cpT(t)v < fT(t)G(t)   a.e. t £ [a, b]   and
(16) «er

<pT(Gxti + Gun) = 0   a.e.,

a   f p   i
pT(a)= -J2      X{a}(t)ai(t)dpi(t)-^2     x{a}(s)Bi(s)dui(s)

i—l   ^ Ti .— 1   J Si

(17) '-' '-1

1=1    J=\
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and

PT(r)= YI / X]T,b](t)(*i(t)dpi(t) + Y     X]r,b](s)Pi(s)dui(s)

(18) '"' '-'

+ /   %x(t, P(t), cp(t), W(t))dt + Yt^TlX]r,b](nJ)klxj
Jt 1=1   j=\

for all a<x <b,

(19) %u~(t,p(t),cp(t),xp(t)) = 0

for a.e. t £ [a, b], and

(20)

£ / (/&] - 2dU>l)(t; {(0) dpt(t) + J2f (8l[Si] - 2d[gi])(s; {(*)) rfi/,(*)
i=i ■/r< i=i ,/s'-

+ / (F"(t,p(t),cp(t), y(t);Z(t), n(t)))dt + J2Xiic'i(Z(ri))
Ja i=i

> 2 sup i / ?>r(0w(0 rf^ e r°(G, GxZ + Gun) i .

Remarks. 1. If F, = {(a,b)} c [a,b]2 in the objective function, then

sup/e7^. f(t, x(f)) becomes the "endpoint term" f(a, b, x(a), x(b)). If F, =
[a, b], then we arrive at a minimax problem in the z'th term of the objective

function. If F,- = [a, b]2 and f(tx, t2, x(tx), x(t2)) = x(tx) - x(t2), then the
ith term of the objective function becomes the diameter of the trajectory x.

2. Similar observations are valid for the inequality constraints g((s, x(s)) <

0. These inequalities may take the form gt(a, b, x(a), x(b)) < 0, gt(s, x(s)) <
0,  (s £[a, b]) and diam(x) < c as 5, and g, are chosen properly.

3. When G(t, x, u) = u, we arrive at the case of a control set constraint:

u(t) £ F for a.e. t £[a, b].
4. Taking the limit t —> b in (18), p(b-) can be obtained:

a       . P       .

PT(b~)=Y      X{b)(t)ai(t)dpi(t) + Y,      X{b}(s)Pi(s)dvi(s)
i=i Jt< i=\ Js'

K Qi

+ zZ^zZx{b}(nj)kiXr
/=1       ;=1

5. In the applications of Theorem 4 the determination of the sets Tg and

r°(<5, Gx£, + Gun) is a crucial point. There is no general method to solve this

problem. In the next section we shall deal with the case F = ] - oo, Of and

describe these two sets exactly.
The right-hand side of (20) is always nonpositive for all

v£r°(G,GxZ + Gun);

therefore, the optimal case is when it is zero. This happens when v = 0 e

F°(G, Gx£ + Gun). However, in most of the cases this is not so; therefore, the
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above term in (20) is essential. In the case r = ] - oo, 0]y we shall point out

that the optimal value 0 is attained.

6. As we shall see in the proof, the multipliers cp and ip are uniquely

determined by p, and as a consequence of this, they are essentially bounded

measurable functions whenever ku is bounded.

Proof of Theorem 4. We introduce the following Banach spaces:

X := C„[a, b] = {x : [a, b] —> R"|x is continuous},

U := L^°'[a, b] = {u : [a, b] -* Rm\u is bounded and measurable},

V := Lj,00^, b] = {v : [a, b] —> Ry\v is bounded and measurable},

W := L^la, b] = {w : [a, b] -* Rs\w is bounded and measurable},

Y := C„[a, b]o = {y : [a, b] —> Rn|j> is continuous and y(a) = 0}.

Let D be the set of those pairs (x, u) £ X x U whose graph is essentially

contained in the tube 3^,(x, ii; [a, b]) for some e' < e. Then D is an open

set in XxU. Define the mappings f,: TtxD —> R, g,: StxD —► R, G: D -* V,
H.D^IV, K: D -► Y, and k,: D -* R by

f,(f, x, m) := //(r, x(f))   for f = 1, ... , a,

%i(s,x,u):= gi(s, x(s))   fori=l,...,B,

G(x, u)(t) := G(t, x(t), u(t)),

H(x, u)(t) := H(t, x(t), u(t)),

K(x,u)(t):= j K(x,x(x), u(x))dx - x(t) + x(a),
Ja

k,(x, u) := fc,(x(r,))   for i = I, ... , k.

Then T is a closed convex subset of V with nonempty interior. One can

observe that if (x, u) is an arc and x'(t) = K(t, x(t), u(t)) holds for a.e. f,

then fa K(x, x(x), u(x)) dx-x(t)+x(a) = 0 is also valid for all f. Conversely,
if (x, u) £ D and the integral equation holds, then (x, u) is an arc (i.e.,

x is not only continuous, but it is absolutely continuous) and the differential

equation is satisfied as well. Therefore, our problem (3s) is equivalent to (3s)

if f, gi, Gx, H, K, k, Fx, and y there are replaced by f,, g,, G, H, K, k, T
and 1, respectively.

To obtain the regularity of (x, it), we only need that G, H, K, and k, be
strictly Frechet differentiable, K* and KM be Fredholm and compact operators,
respectively, and H„ obey the full rank property.

The strict Frechet differentiability of G, H, K is a result of the regularity

assumptions concerning G, H, K. Therefore, we have the following relations:

G'(x, u)(t) = Gx(t)x(t) + Gu(t)u(t),    H'(x, u)(t) = Hx(t)x(t) + Hu(t)u(t)

and

K'(x,u)(t)= / [Kx(x)x(x) + Ku(x)u(x)]dx-x(t)+x(a).
Ja

Since Ku is a Volterra integral operator, then it is compact (see [26]). On the

other hand, operator Kx is the sum of a compact (Volterra integral) operator
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and the operator F: X -» Y defined by Fx(t) :- -x(t) + x(a), which is clearly

a Fredholm operator. Therefore, by Lemma 3, Kx is also a Fredholm.

Analogously, we have

k;(x, u) = k'tx(ri)   for i = 1, ... ,k.

To prove the full rank property of Hu , we construct a continuous right in-

verse. As we have assumed, the determinant of the matrix function J • JT
is bounded below by a positive constant. Therefore, for almost all f £ [a, b],

there exists the inverse of J(t) • JT(t) and the components of the inverse matrix

are essentially bounded measurable functions. Let R(t) := JT(t)[J(t)-JT(t)]~x.

Then, obviously, R(t) is a right inverse of J(t) for a.e. t £ [a, b]; further-

more, the components of R are essentially bounded measurable functions, as

well. Let us split R(t) in the form

Mf)    B(t)\
RW-[c(t)   D(t)J-

where A, B, C, and D are mxy,mx3,qxy, and q x 3 matrix valued

functions on [a,b], respectively. Now B(t) is a right inverse of Hu(t) for

almost all f. Define the operator B: W -> U by Bw(t) := B(t)w(t), (w £ W).
Then, since the components of B are bounded measurable functions, B is a

bounded linear operator from W to U ; moreover, it is a right inverse of Hu .

If (£ ,17) is a regular critical arc for (3s), then it is also a regular and critical

direction for the modified problem (3s). After a simple computation, one

yields

G"(£, n)(t) = G"(t; £(f), 77(f)),        H"(£, n)(t) = H"(t; £(f), n(t)),

K"(£, n)(t)= f k"(x;H(x),n(?))dx,
J a

and
*!/(!;, n) = k';(tl(ri))   for i = 1, ... , k.

Thus, by Remark 5 following Theorem 3, we can find Lagrange multipliers

//, £jf(Tx),... ,pa£j?(Ta), vx £J7(SX), ... ,vp £J?(Sp),

and

v* £V*,  w* £W* ,y* £Y*,  (Xx,..., XK) £ RK

such that at least one of them is different from zero, (16) and (17) are satisfied

and

(21) v*(v)<0, (ueT-G)   and   v*{Gxi + G„ti) = 0   a.e.,

£ / f°lTi](t;x(t))dp,(t) + J2 [ gilSi](s;x(s))dVi(s)
1  ** Tt 1  J Si

(22) '=' K

+ v*(Gxx) + w*(Hxx) + y*(Kxx) + £A,A:;xx(r,) > 0   for x £ X,

i=\

(23) v*(Guu) + w*(Huu) + y*(Kuu) >0   for u £ U
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and

Y,Uj%,]-2am){t; S)dpt(t)
1=1 Jt*

nAy + E / tew - 2dii,i)(s;«^)+«*(G"(<:, i/))
(Z4J ;=1 JS,

- 23*(v*; r°(G, G^ + Gun)) + w*(H"(Z, n))

+ y*(K"(Z,n)) + J2*ik"(m)>0-
i=\

By the Riesz representation theorem on linear functionals, y* can be ob-

tained with the help of a bounded signed R"-valued Borel measure C on [a, b]

in the following form:

y*(y) = I yT(t)dat);
Ja

furthermore, since the elements of Y vanish at a, hence C({«}) = 0. Define
p: [a,b]^Rn by

p(t):=C(]t,b]).

The property C({a}) = 0 yields that p is continuous at a. Since ]t, b] =

U/=i]*i' °] ^ t> is a decreasing sequence with lim,-_+oo tj = t, hence p is right

continuous at each t£]a, b[. Clearly p(b) = 17,(0) = 0. The boundedness of C

implies that p is of bounded variation. Furthermore, for integrable functions

L: [a, b] —> R" , we have the following identity:

/   \f LT(x)dx\ dC(t)= f pT(t)L(t)dt.
Ja    LJ a J Ja

(This can be checked by using the Fubini theorem.) Therefore, we get

(25) v*(K»= [ pT(t)kx(t)x(t)dt- f xT(t)dC(t)+PT(a)x(a),
Ja Ja

(26) y*(Kuu)= f pT(t)Ku(t)u(t)dt,
Ja

(27) y*(K"(c: ,n))= f pT(t)K"(t; £(f), n(t)) dt.
Ja

Our next aim is to prove that, as a consequence of the strong full rank prop-
erty, v* and w* can be expressed in terms of integrable functions.

We show first that A(r~) c V is a modulus over the ring of bounded real

valued measurable functions on [a, b], i.e., for v £ A(T-) and for every

bounded measurable function c: [a, b] -> R, the function (cv)(t) := c(t)v(t)
is again in A(T-).

Let c £ L(oo)[a, b] and v £ A(T~). The function c can be decomposed as

c — c+-c- , where c+ and c_ are nonnegative bounded measurable functions.

Since v £ T-, hence there exist sequences t, > 0 and v, £ T such that
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lim/^oo Xj(Vj(t) - G(t)) = v(t) for a.e. f £ [a, b]. Define

^ := \\c+\\x,   and   Vt(t) := ^|«/(0 + (l " J^) G(t).

Then, since T is convex, we have v~j £ F for all i'eN, On the other hand

lim Xi(Ui(t) - G(t)) = c+(t) lim rt(vt(t) - G(t)) = c+(t)v(t)

for a.e. f e [a, b]. Therefore, c+v £ T-. A similar argument shows that

c-(-v) £ T- also holds (since -v £ T~). Thus we obtain cv = c+v-C-V £ T~.

Repeating the above argument with -v instead of v , we get that cv £ -Tg,

and hence cv £ A(T^). This completes the proof of the modulus property of

A(i».

As a consequence of (21), we have v*(v) = 0 for all v £ A(T^). On the

other hand, the functions vx, ... ,vq are in A(T^) (by the strong full rank

property imposed on G and H). Thus, for all bounded measurable functions

C\, ... ,cq: [a, b] —> R, we obtain

(28) v*(cxvx + --- + cqvq) = 0.

In (23) we may write equality instead of inequality, since the left-hand side is

a linear functional of u. Adding (23) to (28) and using the description of y*,
we get

ft>
v*(Guu + cxvx + ■■■ + cqvq) + w*(Huu) = -      pT(t)Ku(t)u(t) dt

Ja

for u £ U and cx, ... ,cq £ V°°^[a, b].
Using the right inverse function R of J, we make the following substitution:

'"]-*■ CMc «)•(;)•
where v £ V and w £ W are arbitrary functions. Then we get

rb
v*(v) + w*(w) = - /   pT(t)Ku(t)[A(t)v(t) + B(t)w(t)]dt.

Ja

for v £ V and w £ W. Define now cp:[a, b]-^Ry and y/: [a, b] ^ Rs by

cpT(t) := -pT(t)Ku(t)A(t)   and   y/T(t) := -pT(t)Ku(t)B(t).

Then these functions are clearly integrable and we have the following represen-

tations

(29) v*(v)= f cpT(t)v(t)dt   and   w*(w)= f  y/T(t)w(t)dt.
J a J a

Note that when Ku is essentially bounded so are cp and y/ .

Using (26) and (29), the equation (23) can be rewritten as

/   K(t,p(t),cp(t), y/(t))u(t)dt = 0
Ja

for all u £ U . This yields (19) at once.
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The first inequality in (21) can be rephrased in the form

fb
v*(v)=       <pT(t)v(t)dt<0   forveT-G,

Ja

that is, v* is a supporting functional of F - G. Using the result of [11]

(Example 10.5, p. 76), this conditions, yields that, for a.e. f £ [a, b],

cpT(t)(v - (7(f)) < 0   for v £ F.

Thus the first inequality of (16) is also proved. The domain of the latter in-

equality can be extended to the larger set r~   = cone(r - G(t)). On the other

hand, the relation Gx£, + Gur\ £ T- yields

Gx(t)Z(t) + Gu(t)n(t)£Fd{t)

for a.e. t £ [a, b]. Therefore, we have

<pT(t)(Gx(tK(t) + Gu(t)n(t))<0

for a.e. f. The second relation in (21) says that the integral of the left-hand
side of this inequality is zero, hence the inequality sign here can be replaced by

equality almost everywhere. Thus the second part of (16) is also proved.

The inequality stated in (20) follows from (24) if one makes use of (27) and

(29) and the definition of the support function 3*.

In the last part of the proof we have to interpret the inequality (22). Using
(25) and (29), (22) reduces to

(30)
a       . P       . K

£ /  ^[r,v(';*(0)<ty«(0 + £ / glSl](s;x(s))dvi(s) + Y,WiXx(ri)
1=1JT> 1=1Js' 1=1

+ / M(t,p(t),<p(t),y/(t))x(t)dt- f xT(t)dC(t)+pT(a)x(a)>0
Ja Ja

for all x £ X.

The mappings x >-> f°[Ti](t, x(t)) and x >-> I°[5|](5, x(s)) are sublinear func-

tionals on X = C„[a, b] for all fixed f € F, and s £ Si, respectively. There-

fore, using Lemma 1 (the disintegration theorem cited in Remark 3 of Theorem

1), we can find functions a,■: T, xX —> R, (i = 1, ... , a) and /?,:: S, xX —> R,

(i — I, ... , B) that are Borel measurable in the first and linear in the second

variable; furthermore, the following relations are also satisfied

(31) &i(t, x) < f°m(t, x(f)),     (f £ Tt),  0i(s,x) < g?[Si](s, X(S)),  (S £ Si),

and

(32)
a       » P       . K

£/ ai(t,x)dpl(t) + YJl Pi(s,x)dvi(s) + YlWixX(ri)
1=1  JTi 1=1  JS' 1 = 1

+ / %x~(t,p(t),cp(t),V(t))x(t)dt- j xT(t)d£(t)+pT(a)x(a)>0
Ja Ja
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for all x £ X. The right-hand side of (32) is a linear functional x ; therefore,

the inequality sign can be replaced by equality here.

Let now f = (fi , ... , fy) € F, be fixed. The Riesz representation theorem

yields an integral form of the linear functional d,(f, •) with a vector valued

Borel measure. However, it follows from (31) that a.i(t, x) vanishes if the sup-

port of the function x does not intersect {(fi, ... , fy.)} . Thus the representing

measure must be supported in this one point set. The integral representation of

o.i(t, •) is therefore nothing else than a linear function of (x(tx), ... , x(fy))

i.e. there exists a,(f) £ Rd>xn such that

&i(t, X) = (at(t), x(f)> = tr(a,(f) • x(f))

on the other hand, by (31), we have a(t) £ dyr^Mt). The Borel measurability

of a, is obvious.

A similar argument shows that fii(s, x) can also be expressed in the form

Pi's, x) = Bi(s)x(s),

where Bj(s) £ b\st]gi(s) holds for all s £ St.
Now (32) reduces to

(33)
a       . P       « K

£ / (c<i(t), x(t)) dpi(t) + Y,     (Pi(s), x(s)) dui(s) + J2^iXx(n)
i=i Jt' i=i Js> i=i

+ / %x~(t,p(t),y>(t),y,(t))x(t)dt- f xT(t)dC(t)+pT(a)x(a) = 0
Ja Ja

for x 6 Cn[a, b].
Observe that if a sequence of functions x, e X tends pointwise to a function

x: [a, b] —► R" such that these functions have a common constant upper bound,

then (33) remains valid for the limit function x as well. Therefore, we can

make the following substitution in (33): x(f) := x'xn(t), where Si c [a, b] is
an arbitrary subinterval and x £ R" is a fixed element. Observe that by the

known properties of the trace function,

(cxi(t), x(f)) = tr(a,(f) • xxn(t)) = tr(^n(f)a,(f) • x) = Xn(f)a,(f) • x

for t £ T, i = I, ... , a, and similarly

(B,(s), x(s)) = Xa(s)Pi(s) -x   for s £ Sj,  i = 1,..., B.

Now taking Si = ]x, b], where x £ [a, b], and using

p(b) = 0,   /  xT(t)dC(t) = [p(T)-p(b)]Tx   and   pT(a)x(a) = 0,
Ja

the equation (33) yields (18).
Substituting Si = {a}, (33) leads to (17). Here one should also use the

continuity of p at the endpoint t = a, whence

rb
/   xT(t)dC(t) = [p(a)-p(a+)]Tx = 0   and   pT(a)x(a) = pT(a)x.

Ja

Thus we arrive at (17). Therefore, the proof is complete.   D
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Remarks. 1. As we have seen in the proof, the multipliers cp and y/ are com-

pletely determined by p in the form cpT(t) :— -pT(t)Ku(t)A(t) and y/T(t) :=

-pT(t)Ku(t)B(t), where A and B are submatrices of the right inverse R of

J. This property is essential, when one has to find the solutions of problem
(3s).

2. Let "V be the y x ^-matrix function defined by 'V :=(vx, ... ,vq) and
let

g?-(    A B    \-(J      0   \(A    B\
iM — \-'TC   -TD)'\0   -^)\C   DJ>

where A, B, C, and D are the matrix functions given via R in the proof.
Then 3? is the right inverse of the matrix function

-GU).
since R is the right inverse of J and S32 = JR. On the other hand, the
operator from V x W to U x V defined by 31 has its image in U x A(T-)

by the modulus property of A(r~) and the following identity:

^Uj = (o   -T)     :     ={-Cxvx-U..-cqvq)-
\cj

Hence, the determinant condition imposed on J implies the strong full rank
property displayed in Section 4 after the proof of Theorem 3.

6. Application to an optimal control problem
with various constraints

We formulate two propositions that are important to handle the optimal
control problem below.

Lemma 6. Let

T = {u£ L(oo)[a, b]\ u(t) < 0 for a.e. t£[a, b]}

and u £ r. Then in order that a bounded measurable function v: [a, b] ^> R

be in Tu = cone(r - u) it is necessary and sufficient that the following condition
be satisfied:

For all e > 0 there exists X > 0 such that

(34) v(t) + Xu(t) <e   for a.e. t £ [a, b].

If (34) holds, then

(35) v(t)<0,    whenever u(t) = 0 for a.e. t £ [a, b].

Conversely, if (35) and in addition

v2
(36) — is essentially bounded on {t £ [a, b]\u(t) < 0, v(t) > 0},

then v £ Fu is valid.

Proof. By definition, v £ coiie(r - u) if and only if for all e > 0 there exists
X > 0 and w £ F such that

\\v -X(w - u)\\ < e,
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i.e.,

v(t) + Xu(t) - e < Xw(t) <v(t)+ Xu(t) + e   for a.e. f e [a, b].

In order that w could be chosen in T it is necessary and sufficient that the

function on the left-hand side be nonpositive. Thus the first statement of the

lemma is verified.

To see that (35) and (36) is already sufficient, choose e > 0 arbitrarily. We

have to construct X such that (34) is valid. (34) is obvious if v(t) < 0. The

set {f: v(t) > 0, u(t) = 0} is of measure zero by (35); therefore, we have to

prove (34) only for those values of f for which u(t) < 0 and v(t) > 0. By

(36), -v2/u is essentially bounded above on this set. Denote by K an upper

bound and let X := K/4e . Then

, ,     ,   / s v2(t) v2(t)    e

VM + W^-4XW)=-lM'K-e

for a.e. f.   □

Remarks. 1. One can see that the inclusion v £ cone(T - u) is satisfied if and

only if (35) and

v
— is essentially bounded on {f e [a, b]\u(t) < 0, v(t) > 0}.

This condition obviously implies (36), but not conversely; therefore, the condi-

tions (35) and (36) describe a cone bigger than cone(T - u) and smaller than

cone(T - u). As we shall see below, (36) plays an essential role in determining

those directions v for which r°(u, v) is not empty.
The condition (35) alone does not describe Fu, the set defined by (35) is

much bigger than T„ .
2. Taking the function v = ry/\u\, r £ R, it is easily seen that (35) and (36)

are satisfied. Therefore, ±\/["I G r« > i-e-> y/W\ £ A(ru).

Lemma 7. Let u £ F and v e L(oo)[<z, b]. Then in order that F°(u, v) be

nonempty it is necessary and sufficient that the conditions (35) and (36) of

Lemma 6 be satisfied.
If cp:[a,b]-^>R is a nonnegative integrable function such that cp(t)u(t) = 0

and cp(t)v(t) — 0 for a.e. t and the conditions (35) and (36) are satisfied, then

(37) supJ j cp(t)w(t)dt\w £F°(u,v)\=0.

Proof. By the definition of F°, a bounded measurable function w is in r°(u, v)

if and only if there exists e > 0 such that, for 0 < e < e ,

u(t) + ev(t) + e2(w(t) +1) < 0   for a.e. t £[a, b].

In other words, for each 0 < e < e, there exists a set Ae c [a, b] of full

measure such that

u(t) + ev(t) + e2(w(t) + e) < 0   for f e Ac.

However, this is equivalent to the existence of a set A of full measure such that

u(t) + ev(t) + e2(w(t) + e) < 0   for f e A , e £ ]0, e[.
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For, let {e„\n £ N} be a dense subset of the interval ]0, e[ and denote by A

the set f\n°=i A£n ■ Then A is of full measure and

u(t) + e„v(t) + e2n(w(t) + e) <0   for f e A, n £ N.

Since the sequence en forms a dense subset in ]0, e[, hence, the above state-

ment follows. Therefore, a function w is in r°(u, v) if and only if there exists
e > 0 and a set A £[a, b] of full measure such that,

,.\        t.y        -        c    u(t) + ev(t)    _    ,      .
wU) < Wj(t) := -e + inf —x-!—-z——   for f e A.

o<£<£ eL

An easy calculation for Wj yields:

' -oo, if u(t) = 0,v(t) >0,

Wl(t) = J -e + gg , if u(t) < 0, 2w(f) + ev(t) > 0,

_ _e - »(0+™(0 , if2u(t) + ev(t)<0.

Assume T°(u, v) ^ 0, then there exists a bounded measurable function u;

such that, for some e, w(t) < Wj(t) holds almost everywhere. Then we have

-\\w\\ < Wg(t) a.e. Thus, the set of those points f where u(t) — 0 and v(t) > 0
is of measure 0. Furthermore, for almost all f,

4(e-\\w\\)<v2(t)/u(t)<0   ifu(t)<0,v(t)>0, and 2u(t) + ev(t) > 0.

On the other hand,

-2v(t)/e<v2(t)/u(t)<0   ifu(t)<0,v(t)>0, and2u(t)+ ev(t) <0.

Hence (35) and (36) hold true.
Conversely, assume now that (35) and (36) are satisfied. Then, for all positive

e, the function Wj is essentially bounded. Thus, Wj £ F°(u,v) for all e.
Therefore, r°(u,v) is obviously not empty.

To show the last assertion of the lemma, note that for any w in r°(u, v)
there exists e such that

pb fb rb

I   tp(t)w(t)dt<       tp(t)We(t)dt =       -ecp(t)dt<0.
Ja Ja J a

Thus the left-hand side of (37) is nonpositive.   On the other hand, we have

Wj £ F°(u, v) and

/■b fb
J   cp(t)wi(t)dt = -e I   <p(t)dt-+0   ase^O,

J a Ja

from which (37) follows.    □

Remark. If the set F is the set of nonpositive continuous functions in ^[a, b]

and u and v are also continuous functions, then using the above approach,

one can see that F°(u, v) is not empty if and only if (35) and (36) hold true;

however, the analogue of (37) is not valid in this case. The reason is that the

members of the optimizing sequence w^ found in the above proof are not con-

tinuous functions. Therefore they cannot be used to approach the supremum.

In fact, for any w £ F°(u, v) the relation w(t) < ou,v(t) can be proved; there-

fore, the right-hand side of (37) should be replaced by /* cp(t)ou<v(t)dt in this
case.
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Consider the following optimal control problem (cf%?).

Minimize f(x(a),x(b)) subject to

(i)   g(t,x(t))<0 for t£[a,b];
(ii) G(t, x(t), u(t)) < 0 for a.e. f € [a, b];

(iii) H(t, x(f), u(t)) = 0 for a.e. f £ [a, b];
(iv)   x'(f) = K(t, x(f), u(t)) for a.e. t £[a,b];

(v)   /(x(a),x(6))<0;
(vi)   k(x(a),x(b)) = 0,

where x: [a, b] —> R" is absolutely continuous, w: [a, b] —> Rm is essen-

tially bounded, and the ranges of f,g,G,H,K,I, and k are respectively in
R,R^,R^,R'5,R",Rr,and RK .

If (x, u) satisfy (i)-(vi), then it is said to be admissible. An arc (x, it) is

regular if for some e > 0:

• / is locally Lipschitz on 37(x(a)) x 37(x(b));
• g = (gi, ■ ■ ■ , gp) is defined in 9l(x; [a, b]), gt(-, x) (i = I, ..., B)

is upper semicontinuous on {s £ [a, b]\x £ 37(x(s))} for fixed x £ R" ,
and gj(s, •) is Lipschitz on 37(x; [a, b]) uniformly in s ;

• G, H, and A^ satisfy the regularity conditions of the previous section;

• For the matrix function

(GXu(t)    yJ-Gx(t)   ••■ 0       N

J(t)-=.       "'•     r^—
Gyu(t) 0 •••    yJ-Gy(t)

\Hu(t) 0 ••• 0       /

we have
det[/(f) • JT(t)] > x > 0

for a.e. f e [a, b];
• /c and / are strictly Frechet differentiable at (x(a), x(6)).

A pair (£, n) is critical for (^^) at (x, ii) if

.   /°(£(0),£(6))<O;
• ^/[a,i](5! Z(s)) ^ °' whenever gt(s) = 0,  (i = I, ... , B);

.   fyfta), £(b)) < 0, whenever /,• = 0,  (i = 1, ... , r);

.   G'i(t;Z, 17) := Gte(0«(0 + G,«(f)»7(f) < 0 whenever Gt(t) = 0, (i =
i, ■ ■ •, y);

.   fcW), «(*)) = <>;

.   Hx(t)Z(t) + Hu(t)t](t) = 0 and ?(t) = £*«£« + Ku(t)n(t) hold for

a.e. f e [a, fb].

An arc (£,, 17) is regular for (<^ ̂ ) at (x, ii) if

• f00(^(a)^(b)) is finite;

• S\a,b](s; ^(5)) and %](5 J Z(s)) are finite for ^ € [a, 6];
• The mapping L(t, x, w) := (G(f, x, u), H(t, x, u), K(t, x, u)) sat-

isfies the conditions in the previous section;

• The function
,, , (G'j(fA,n))2
I '—* -^-

Gi(t)
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is essentially bounded on {t\Gj(t) < 0 and G't(t; £, n) > 0} for i, ... ,

y;
•   k and / are twice strongly directionally differentiable at (x(a), x(b))

in the direction (£(a), £(&)).

Define the Hamiltonian of the problem (cf W) similarly as that of (3s).

Theorem 5. Let (x, it) be a regular local minimum for the problem (cf %?).

Then, for every regular critical arc (£, 17), there exist a vector valued Borel

regular measure v = (vx, ... , vp) £ (Jf{\a, b]))P, two integrable functions

cp: [a, b] -* Ry and yi: [a, b] —► Rs, an absolutely continuous function p: [a, b]

—> R" , Xo £ R, X £ Rr, and p £ RK not all zero; furthermore, there exist a Borel

measurable function /?: [a, b] -* R0xn and a vector a £ df such that

(38) fi(s) £ d[a,b]g(s,x(s))      for s£[a,b],

(39) / gT(s,x(s))dv(s) = 0
Ja

(40) A0>0,    X>0,    and   XTl = 0,

(41)

cp(t)>0,  <pT(t)G(t) = 0   and   cpT(t)G'(t; £, n) = 0   for a.e. t £ [a, b],

furthermore,

(42,        (-^),^+^+rr,+ (J;ris)Ms}y

(43) -pr(t) = J? (f, p(t) + ^ b W(s) dv(s), cp(t), y/(t)^j

and

(44) *u(t,p{t) + J    ~pT(s)dv(s),cp(t),y/(t)^j=0

for a.e. t e [a, b],

(45)

(A0/00 + XTl" + pTk")(^(a), £(b)) + f (g\°M - 2&[g])(s; £(*)) du(s)
Ja

+ f *" (t, p(t) + f    ~0T(s)dvis) ,<p(t), V(t); <f(0, r,(t)) dt>0,
J a \ J]t,b] /

where %"' denotes the second-order strong directional derivative of %f with
respect to the variable (x, u).

If ku is essentially bounded so are cp and y/.

Remarks. 1. The equations in (39), (40), (41) imply

supp^, c {s £ [a, b]\gi(s) = 0},    for 1 = 1, ..., B,

X,■ = 0,    whenever /, < 0,  (i=l, ... ,r),

for a.e. f, cpi(t) = 0, whenever G,(f) < 0, or G\(t; £, 17) ̂ 0 (/ = 1, ... , y).
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2. The result given in Theorem 5 is a generalization of all existing results

that deal with first and/or second variation for the optimal control problem

with constraints. For instance, Theorem 5.2.1 of [6] is the maximum principle

for the problem (cf W), where (ii) and (iii) are absent and g in (i) is unilateral.

Thus Theorem 5 generalizes that result to a more general setting and provides

the second variation of the problem. In [24] and [21 ] second variations derived
for the problem where respectively constraints of type (i), (ii), (v), and (i), (v)

are absent. These results are a special case of Theorem 5 above.

Proof of Theorem 5. The problem (cfW) is a special case of (3s) presented

in Section 5. Here a = 1, fy = 2, Tx = {(a, b)}; for i = 1, ..., B,m = 1
and Si = [a, b], and for i = I, ... , r take ft, = 2 and Sj = {(a, b)}; for
i = 1, ..., K, Qi = 2 and riX - a, ri2 = b; and F = {y £Ry: y <0} .

Since (x, ti) is regular for (cf W), then it is regular for (3s) if we can show

that the rank property of (3s) is satisfied. For, it suffices to show that the

bounded measurable functions

Vi:=(0,...,0, sf^di,0,...,0)T

satisfy

(46) Vi£A(Fd),    fori=l,...,y.

One can easily see that

r? = r<i»x...xr«i)
G G, Gy

and, as an obvious consequence,

A(Tg)=A(I<i))x...xA(r(I)),
" G, Gy

where Y® := ]-oo, 0] for all i = 1, ... , y. Since 0 and yj^dj are in A(F{i])v Gi

by Remark 2 to Lemma 6, hence (46) holds trivially.
One can also see that a regular critical direction (£,, n) for (cf W) is also a

regular critical direction for (3s). Therefore, we are able to apply Theorem 4.

Thus there exist v, cp, y/, X0, X £ Rr, p £ RK , and a function p: [a, b]-+

Rn of bounded variation, which is right continuous on [a, b[ and p(b) = 0,

v £ J?([a, b]Y, cp and y/ are integrable, such that they are not all zero,

and there exist a = (ax, a2) £ df and a measurable function /?, satisfying

(38),(39), and (40); furthermore,

(47)
sup cpT(t)v <cpT(t)G(t)   and   cpT(t)G'(t, £, n) = 0   for a.e. f e [a, b],
v<0

(48) p(a) = -Xoa\ - ~pT(a)v({a}) - l^X - k£p,

(49) p(t) = h«l + lTX2X + kf2p + f    JT(s) du(s)

+ J X?(s,p{s),<p{s), W(s))ds,
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for all t £[a, b[,

(50) ^u(t,p(t),<P(t),V(t)) = 0

for a.e. t e[a, b], and

(Xof00 + XTl" + pTk")(£(a), £{b)) + j (g°{a°M ~ 2d[g])(s; {(s)) dv(s)
J a

(51) + / ^"(t,p(t),<P(t),¥(t);^(t),ri(t))dt
Ja

>2sup|y cpT(t)v(t)dtv£F0(G,Gx?, + Gun)\.

Moreover, if ku is essentially bounded so are cp and y/ .

The relations in (47) yield (41) at once. Now define

p(t):=p(t)- I    T(s)dv(s),    ift£[a,b[
J]t,b]

and

(52) p(b) = lim p(x) = Xoal + lT2X + kf2p.
x—to-

Then by (49), on [a, b[,

rb ^
p(t) = X0al + fX2X + kTX2p + I  %x(s, P(s), <p(s), y/(s)) ds,

and by the definition of p(b) this holds true also for f = b. Hence p is

absolutely continuous and (43) is satisfied for a.e. f € [a, b]. The equation
(42) easily follows from (48) and (52). Similarly, (50) implies (44).

In the last step of the proof we show that (51) is equivalent to (45). To see

this, we have only to prove that the right-hand side of (51) is zero.
It follows from the first inequality of (47) that, for a.e. f,

<Pi(t)>0   and   cpi(t) = 0, whenever Gt(t) < 0.

By the criticality of (£,, n) we also have

G'i(t ,i,»)<0   whenever G,(f) = 0.

Therefore

(53) cpi(t)G'i(t,i,n)<0

for a.e. f e [a,b\.  Adding up these inequalities, we arrive at an inequality

, where the left-hand side is zero a.e. by the second relation of (47). Therefore

we must have equality instead of inequality in (53).

Now we are in the position to apply the last statement of Lemma 7. Then
we have

sup | j" cpi(t)vt(t) dt\Vi £ F^°(Gi, Gixt + Giun) J = 0
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for i = 1,..., y, whence we get the conclusion that the right-hand side of (51)

is zero. Therefore (51) is equivalent to (45).

The nontriviality of the multipliers follows from that of Theorem 4.   □
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